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Hi, I’m Hannah Barratt and I am an artist living in a detached 1930s four-
bedroom home with my husband Paul and three children; Samuel, Max  
and Phoebe. 

When it came to decorating, I knew that I wanted to take a modern 
approach, choosing colours and fabrics that look stylish, but could withstand 
a busy family lifestyle. Having three children and with the whole house to 
update, I didn’t want to be too precious about everything being brand new.

As there were no remaining period features in the property, I decided to 
take a modern approach, opting for contemporary shades and textiles, with 
materials that could withstand the ruckus of daily life.

Years before we bought the property, it had been extended on all sides, 
increasing the size of downstairs and drawing the original back window and 
door into the house. It was this quirky feature that particularly appealed and 
captured the essence of how we wanted to live as a family.

We need space to be together, but to also be in different rooms doing our 
own thing. So, the window between the living room and dining area keeps 
that visual connection even when the door’s closed. With this in mind, we 
also turned the garage into a kids’ den and opened the kitchen and dining 
room so that they are no longer separated by an arch. This allowed us to 
completely open up the space.

The welcoming hallway sets the tone for the rest of our home. We wanted 
to create a seamless flow throughout the entire downstairs going room to 
room. The herringbone laying pattern worked particularly well here as it was 
possible to turn the direction of the design in the doorways, and achieve its 
natural orientation in each room.

Meet the home designer



Lime Washed Oak

SM-KP99

“By combining classic touches with practical 
materials and pops of vivid colour, we have 
transformed our house into a contemporary,  
family-friendly home.” shares Hannah.

Modern
Classic

This worn, sun bleached driftwood 
effect is now available in a smaller 
18”x 3” plank which can be laid in a 
herringbone or block design for an 
extra sense of style.

http://
https://www.karndean.com/en-gb/floors/products/smkp99-lime-washed-oak


Feeling inspired?

Hannah recommends
If you’re looking to create a similar style, here are the 

five products our home designer recommends for you. 

Why not order free chip samples to get your moodboard 

started at home?

 Lime Washed Oak SM-KP99

 Savannah Oak  
SM-RL23

 Mountain Oak  
SM-RL22

 Glacier Oak   
SM-RL21

 Grey Limed Oak 
SM-KP138

@karndean_uk

Follow us on instagram

Floorstyle
Our Floorstyle design tool can help you see your  

next floor in your own home. Simply, upload your  

own photograph or use your camera on your own 

device. Why not explore alternative laying patterns at the 

same time? 

karndean.com/floorstyle 

Our brochure
With our complete range of wood, stone and abstract 

designs on display, you’ll be sure to find a simply 

beautiful floor you’ll love for a lifetime. 

karndean.com/consumerbrochure

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
https://www.instagram.com/karndean_uk/?hl=en
http://designflooring-residential.b3dservice.de/karndean?locale=en_GB
https://www.karndean.com/consumerbrochure
https://www.karndean.com/en-gb/floors/products/smkp99-lime-washed-oak
https://www.karndean.com/en-gb/floors/products/smkp138-grey-limed-oak
https://www.karndean.com/en-gb/floors/products/smrl21-glacier-oak
https://www.karndean.com/en-gb/floors/products/smrl22-mountain-oak
https://www.karndean.com/en-gb/floors/products/smrl23-savannah-oak



